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1. Introduction – Fluorescence spectroscopy has been widely used to measure organic matter in 

water systems.  Much of this worked has focused on the measurement of dissolved organic 

matter (Lochmueller and Saavedra, 1986; Coble, 1996; Baker, 2001; Hudson, Baker et al., 2007)  

Fluorescence spectroscopy has also been used to characterize the quality of natural water bodies 

(Stedmon, Markager and Bro 2003; Hall, Clow et al. 2005; Hudson, Baker et al. 2007; Guo, et 

al., 2010). Based on these results, fluorescence spectroscopy analysis techniques were used to 

determine the BOD in water.  Fluorescence spectroscopy techniques were also used to determine 

the quantity of flow to a natural body of water, such as a river, that was contributed by a 

wastewater discharge.  

Fluorescence measurements may be performed quickly and easily thus providing a fast, simple 

estimation of BOD and the contribution of wastewater flow to a natural water body that could 

prove very useful. 

Determining the degree to which a water source has been contaminated by a pollution source 

such as a wastewater treatment plant is an important problem.  Synchronous scan fluorescence 

spectroscopy can provide a quick, relatively simple method for water quality analysis that may 

be useful in solving this problem.  Fluorescent properties of water have been used as a natural 

tracer of groundwater (Baker and Lamont-Black 2001), as a tool for determining river water 

quality (Baker and Inverarity 2004), and to characterize sewage impacted rivers (Baker 2001). 

Advances in fluorescence spectrophotometry allow the collection of fluorescence data quickly 

and efficiently.  Water samples are excited by monochromatic light at wavelengths typically 

varying between 250 and 400 nm.  The intensity of fluorescent radiation emitted from the 

sample is then measured at wavelengths typically between 300 and 500 nm.  These data may 

then be plotted in a figure called an excitation-emission matrix (EEM).  A typical EEM may be 

seen in Figure 1. 

 
 

Figure 1. Fluorescencer Excitation-Emission Matrix (EEM) 

The purpose of this paper is to show that EEM data may be used to determine the BOD of a wastewater 

and may also be used to identify and quantify the presence of a domestic wastewater in a flowing body of 

natural water. 

 



2. Experimental – Fluorescence spectroscopy analyses were conducted on samples 

from two separate studies.  In the first study wastewater samples were collected from 

seven sites found in two locations.  Twenty-three samples were collected from four 

points at the Provo, Utah, USA Water Reclamation Facility (PWRF); influent, after 

trickling filter treatment, after activated sludge treatment, and after filtration.  Twenty-

three samples were also taken from three locations at the Orem, Utah, USA Water 

Reclamation Facility (OWRF); influent, after primary sedimentation, and effluent.  

Samples were collected between January and April 2014. 

Each sample was filtered through a medium flowrate cellulose filter paper with pore 

size of 11 m.  The fluorescent properties of each sample were measured using a 

PerkinElmer LS 55 luminescence spectrometer.  Scans were performed with excitation 

wavelengths between 250 and 400 nm at 5 nm increments and emission wavelengths 

between 300 and 500 nm also at 5 nm increments.  This results in a file of 1200 

intensity measurements for each sample that correspond to the possible 

excitation/emission combinations that is called an excitation-emission matrix (EEM). 

The BOD5 of each sample was determined by treatment plant personnel using the 

Standard Method. 

A “brute force” regression analysis was performed on the data to determine possible 

correlations between fluorescence properties of the samples and BOD5. 10,000 

combinations of 10 selected excitation/emission cells from the EEM’s were randomly 

selected.  10,000 multiple regression models with 10 covariates were then fit using these 

combinations.   

The resulting model had the form: 

 
BOD5 = B1X1 + B2X2 + B3X3 + B4X4 + B5X5 + B6X6 + B7X7 + B8X8 + B9X9 + B10X10 + Intercept 

Where:    Bi = Coefficient 

  Xi = Intensity from EEM cell selected 

The predicted BOD5 was then compared to the measured BOD5. 

The models were arranged from highest to lowest R-squared value.  Models with the 

highest R-squared vales were saved.  These “best fit” models were analyzed to 

determine which EEM cells appeared in the models most often.  This procedure was run 

six times to reduce the number of “important” cells from 1200 to 600 in the first run to 

300 in the second run, 150 in the third run, 75 in the fourth run, and 18 in the fifth run.  

In the sixth run every possible combination of 10 cells from the 18 remaining was tested 

and the combination with the highest R-squared value was used for the final model. 
In the second study samples were taken at the Spanish Fork, Utah Wastewater Reclamation Facility 

which discharges into Dry Creek and the Provo Wastewater Reclamation Facility which discharges into a 

local irrigation canal.  Samples were taken from the treatment plant discharge, the receiving water 

upstream of the discharge, and from then receiving water 250 m downstream of the treatment plant 

discharge point.  Flows in the receiving water were measured using a current meter.  Treatment plant flow 

rates were determined using a parshall flume and sonic flow meter located at the treatment plant.  

Samples were taken on different days and at different times so that different flows conditions could be 

observed.  Samples were taken in the winter months between November and January.  Samples were 

stored at 3oC until analyzed.  Analyses were conducted with 48 hours of sample collection.  

 

Fluorescence data were obtained from filtered samples using a Perkin Elmer Model LS-55 Luminescence 

Spectrometer.  EEMs were derived using excitation wavelengths between 250 and 395 nm, incremented 

in 5 nm steps.  For each excitation step, the emission intensity was measured between 300 and 495 nm at 

0.5 nm intervals.  The resulting data were exported to spreadsheet software for further analysis. Data from 



these tests were analyzed using a “mass balance” model.  The results from the model were statistically 

analyzed. 

 

The Bayesian hierarchical model fit a regression model subject to the constraints that the fractional 

contribution of upstream and wastewater sources (  and ) are bounded between 0 and 1 and sum to 

unity. 

A gamma distributed model for the downstream fluorescence was used: 

 
Where: 

: true downstream profile at point i 

: fluorescence measurement at point i at the upstream sampling location 

: fluorescence measurement at point i at the wastewater discharge 

: true proportion of upstream contribution 

: true proportion of discharge contribution 

: error variance 

 
This equation states that the true y, or downstream profile, equals the sum of the true proportion of 

upstream contribution and the true proportion of wastewater discharge contribution. The model constrains 

the estimate of P1 by assigning a Beta prior distribution to P1, with P2 equal to 1-P1. The variance  is 

defined by the observed variability of the ith fluorescence measurement drawn from the downstream 

location over the sampling period. 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods were used to estimate model parameters.  After a burn-

in of 2000 draws, 10,000 samples from the posterior distribution of the parameters are retained for data 

analysis. The daily posterior medians for these distributions are reported as the point estimates for  and 

, describing the calculated source contributions.  The Bayesian hierarchical model and MCMC 

methods generated posterior data distributions to describe source contributions of discharge and upstream 

flow (i.e., source apportionment). The fluorescent surface of the EEMs was used to represent DOM in this 

calculation. 

3. Results and Discussion - The data collected allowed a variety of analyses to be conducted.  A “brute 

force” analysis was conducted on data from each of the seven individual sites of the first study.  Very 

good correlations between the model using fluorescence data and measured BOD5 were observed.  An r-

squared value of 0.9547 when ten points were used in the model when applied to the PWRF influent.  If a 

model using the 9 best points was applied the R-squared value was 0.9371.  The results of the procedure 

applied to the influent from the OWRF using a ten cell model applied to these data resulted in an R-

squared value of 0.9884.  A nine point model of these data resulted in an R-squared value of 0.9683. 

When the data from all four sites sampled at the PWRF were combined and analyzed the results were not 

as accurate.  In this case a ten point model resulted in an R-squared value of 0.7184.  When the data from 

the three sample locations at the OWRF were combined and analyzed the resulting R-squared value from 

a ten point model was 0.8839.  When data from all seven sites were combined and analyzed a ten point 

model resulted in an R-squared value of 0.7566.  These results suggest that this method is likely best used 

on a site specific basis. 

One final test was conducted to assess the applicability of the model at non-specific sites.  The model 

developed for the combined data from the PWRF was applied to the combined data from the OWRF.  No 

correlation between the predicted and actual BOD5 data were observed. 

A example of EEM’s obtained during the second study are presented in Figures 2.  Hudson, et al (2007) 

point out that the volume of the peak in an EEM corresponds to the concentration of the compounds 

represented by the peak.  If this is the case, data from the EEM could be used to estimate the fraction of 

flow in a stream that is wastewater.  This hypothesis could easily be tested using the EEM data that was 

obtained as a part of this project.  If the peak volume is representative of the concentration of the 

wastewater, then by using a materials balance it should be true that: 



 

(VPU X QU) + (VPP X QP) = (VPD X QD)             Equation 1 

 

Where: VPU = volume of the EEM peak for upstream sample 

 QU = flow rate in the stream upstream of the plant discharge 

 VPP = volume of the EEM peak for the plant discharge sample 

 QP = flow rate of the plant discharge 

 VPD= volume of the EEM peak for the downstream sample 

 QD= flow rate in the stream downstream of the plant discharge 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  EEM from Study Two 

 

Examination of these data shows two separate, distinct peaks.  The combined areas of these two peaks  

were used as the volume of the EEM peaks used in this model.  Areas were calculated for the two peaks.  

Peak one was defined as the intensity measurements for excitation wavelengths between 335 and 345 nm 

and emission wavelengths between 425 and 435 nm.  Peak two was defined as the intensity measurements 

for excitation wavelengths between 275 and 285 nm and emission wavelengths between 345 and 360 nm. 

 

Equation 1 was applied to the data with VPD  as a variable.  Measured data were used for all values except 

VPD.  VPD was then calculated to determine the predicted VPD  value.  This predicted VPD value was then 

compared to the measured value.  The results are shown in Figure 3.  The solid line in the figure 

represents predicted values equal measured values.  The model produced an accurate mass balance, thus it 

can be seen that EEM data may be used to predict flow rates.   

 
 

 

 

 



Figure 3. Measured versus predicted peak volumes 

 

4. Conclusions - A multiple regression model can be developed using fluorescence data that can 

accurately be used to predict BOD5 on a site specific basis.  By this method an estimate of BOD5 may 

easily be determined in a very short period of time at an individual site.   

The BOD5 model developed at one sampling location is not likely to be applicable to other sampling 

locations.  Individual models will likely need to be developed at each individual location even within the 

same treatment plant. 

Analysis of EEM data could be used to identify wastewater discharges.  EEM data could also be used to 

quantify wastewater discharges. 

EEM data analysis can be used to  perform source apportionment studies, and can allow researchers to 

effectively determine the degree to which a water source has been contaminated by a pollution source. 

This research also demonstrates that fluorescence spectroscopy methods and Bayesian statistical analysis 

can effectively perform source apportionment. 
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